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fifteen int r- over me tal in f utions
~
around the United Nations Organisation con~ stitute the s stem of the United Nations. Each
one 0 them evo es 1 s activities to a particular
economic, social or cultural sector. UNESCO, the
United Nations body for education, science and
culture, is one of these institutions. Its official
nt in P ris following on a conference
.
n which the represen atives of. 'U ~Q tries took
art oes b k
Nove
Twenty-five
_____~A. years a ter, the number of member States is 125.
Despite the efforts of the socialist countries and
many developing countries, as well as democratic
organisations, among which is the WFTU, it has
not yet been possible to get the German ~ ratic
Republic, the People~1? ~ti~ .JiL·1:'Fiina,~ the
Democr~nanlor tne People's
Democratic R.e,e.ubliffiof Korea admitted to it. Thus,
the opposition of t e United States and of the
majority of the capitalist countries prevents the
application of the universality of this ins titution.
This is a situation which cannot last.
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UNESCO'S FIELD OF ACTION
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that is literacy linked to
vocational training, general adult education,
continuing education, study and travel scholarships
for workers, social travel, the training of engineers
and technicians and of teachers, human rights
(included in which are trade union rights and
women's rights), the right of all to culture, questions
of youth, information, the fight for peace, .the
.trl:lggle against racialism, colonialism and its aftere~, anOfie'fp to Paies1inian refugees are some
of the problems for which UNESCO is respon3ible
and which are of key interest to the trade union
movement.
n order to defend the many interests of the
workers at UNESCO it is not enough to be present
there, but still more to have the right to intervene
at all levels of discussion and decision. That is
why the First Congress of the WFTU· in October
1945 stated:
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"That as the re resent·
ur it has he inalienable right to take
~e _activity of . .th!!- un~...
~anl~~ M. tiLt-c)
I
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The imperialist States, which dominated the UN
at that time, contested the right of the trade union
movement and it was only after a bitter struggle .
that the WFTU in August 1947 obtained reco ition N
of cert·
i hts or non-governmental organis~ This result, a
oug posItIve, did not mee
-the growing role of the unions in the lives of the
workers and in society. That is why, twenty-five
years after, the WFTU ceaselessly takes steps and
makes proposals for united action, in the first place
to the other trade union centres, aimed at increasing the opportunities for really representative nongovernmental organisations to intervene.
In this way progress has been made although it
is still insufficient.
Today, UNESCO maintains official relations with
294 non- vernmental or anisations which are
classIfied in three categories ,
e
WFTU, like the ICFTU and the wcC1s in category
Ate one whicn offers the best opportunities for
mtervening at the highest level. But until the
Sixties, the imperialist S
re in Ir 1
majority, had succeede in considerably limitm
the role of non-governmental organisations, and i Jo.~1.
the first place that of the WFTU, and had pre- (Y Ul
vented the admission of democratic Organisationsl
.tq category A and B (women, youth, students,
lawyers, journalists, etc.).
In the face of the discriminatory positions of the
majority of reactionary States, the WFTU has
never ceased to struggle for its rights to be
respected and to defend the workers. Th:;:e~st"""'~"1.'
that it too . 1955 0
ta lis
1~
sentation in Paris for UNESCO permits it to follow
.
more closely all the questio affecting manual and
·ntellectual workers a
to int rvene in the di CUSSI n on t e aSls of the irection of policy laid
down by the Co~ of the WFTu..

NEW PERSPECTIVES FACING UNESCO

IT was from

)~

1960" with the entry into UNESCO
of many new independent African States, that
the position greatly improved.
In many cases a new majority was formed within
UNESCO, bringing together the socialist countries
and countries which had only been independent a
short time. In tills way tllLdirectiolLQ.f..JJWESCO....
was little by little ~ WfiiIe atthe same time
(W rI
In
0
e evelopment of scientific work
~nd to the necessary research (such as oceanic
exploration, the international geophysical year, the
study of barren lands, etc.) UNESCO began to concern itself more with helping in areas which were
its responsibilities, those States which asked it, and
with assisting in solving the serious problems with
which they were faced the after-effects of
colonialism and the rapid progress of science and
techniques.
Experience showed that governments alone could
not put these "operational" programmes into
application, such as functional literacy for adults,
continuous education, youth problems, women's
problems, etc. Help from non-governmental organisations was thus sought.
Like most non-governmental organisations, the
FTU supported these new UNESCO initiatives,
ut refused purely and simply to give the support
of its 150 million or so
s
rogra mes
W I l d not correspond to its aims
d with
which it had not really been associated at the
various levels of preparation and execution and
to national, regional and international plans. This
is the meaning of our present struggle to widen our
rights in the face of the opposition demonstrated
by the capitalist States to the responsible participation of non-governmental organisations in
UNESCO.
In vain did the Director General of UNESCO
state that thanks to the non-governmental organisations "there is gradually being superimposed on
UNESCO's instrumental framework of governments
and functionaries, the real UNESCO of peoples and
ersons". The arne is'nut-yet won. Progress
' only be rna e by unite ac IOn of non-governmental
organisations, and in the first place by the t ee
great trade union internationals repr
ti g

can

aims .
Although we have no desire to retrace all the
activities of the WFTU within UNESCO over the

ave aSSOCla e

themselves
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with the celebration of this day. They have used
these celebrations to make known as widely as
possible, by statements, press articles and various
demonstrations, the workers' demand that material
means should be devoted more widely to the fight
again illiteracy.
The WFTU has taken part in the meetings which
led to a recommendation being drawn up concern·n te·c
ional education. The World
c
. ~s been
directly associated with drawing up the recommendation on the conditions of teachers.
The WFTU is a member of several of the Director
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1958 Bucharest: Trade Union Leadership Training

Course.
1961 Tashkent: Worker Access to Education and

Culture.
1961/64: Enquiry Into Technical and Occupational
Education.
1962: St\1dy on the Transition from School to
w.orklng life
~~~!>~:"";~. International Study Day on the struggle
""...Inst I1l1teracy.
• n ernatlonal Conference on Problems
.J!! Working Youth.
1971 h rlS: International Women's Trade Union
Seminar for Western Europe.
1970/1971 : International Study on the Most UnderPrivileged Youth.

Thus, through the activity of the WFTU in
UNESCO, this organisation has contributed by
helping financially and assisting technically in the
achievement of certain of the WFTU's aims.
New opportunities for co-operation are at present
arising, particularly on the question of the advancement of women and on problems of women workers,
on the publication of school books for liberation
movements, issues raised by the relationships
between man and his environment - towns, pollution, etc., and on the 2nd Development Decade
and the conditions which must be created to see
that this meets a better fate than the first one.
It has certainly not been easy for the WFTU to
get these results. Almost isolated when it began
its work in UNESCO, the WFTU has progressively
won over a growing number of non-governmental
organisations to its positions. At the present time,
on a large number of questions of importance for
orkers· is _tbe re~ry_or.gl!!!.isationy
t
which are seeing their isolation growing.
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PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE YEARS

A STAGE in our work is reaching its end; the new

period which is opening up must be one of
strengthening still further the role of the WFTU,
and above all of developing united work with the
unions of other affiliations, or those which are
independent.
In order that the workers' interests should be
defended in the most effective way, the WFTU
proposes the following measures:
1) that more effective forms for the participation
of the trade union movement at all levels should
be sought with UNESCO.
2) that affiliated national centres should participate
with full rights In the UNESCO National Commissions and In all their activities and be represented in the delegations of their respective
countries at UNESCO Conferences every time the
agenda deals with subjects affecting manual and
intellectual workers.
3) that the TUIs - taking into account the Important nature of questions such as continual education, functional literacy, and cultural activities,
which take up a good part of the UNESCO
programme - should make concrete proposals to
it for activity relating to their own trade union
alms.

FISE carries on direct relations with UNESCO
and has undertaken several contracts on its behalf,
but it is becoming more and more obvious that th
TUIs must explore the new opportunities which
can open up for them at UNESCO. The A... ~·~-.
tural, the ~ and Metal TUIs, among others,
are working in this direction.
However representative and dynamic it may be,
the WFTU is conscious that to attain its aims, and
more particularly to extend the rights of trade
union organisations within UNESCO, it cannot
succeed on its own.
Once again it is by united action among the
WFTU, the WCL and the ICFTU that the most
effective ways will be found to ensure the defence
of the interests of the world of labour. Recent
contacts achieved in the various meetings of
UNESCO, in particular between the WFTU and the
WCL, and the joint positions which have followed,
I0
rtunities f
- eration exist.
prove
The WFTU will do all in its power so tam e
future, to the extent that conditions permit, there
should be consultations with the WCL and with J;
the ICFTU on UNESCO programmes and on the ' I~
various plans of this body, as well as during preparations for UNESCO meetings and at the
meetings themselves, including those of non
governmental organisations.
The development of initiatives in UNESCO Commissions by national trade union centres, as well
as by the TUIs, and their unity proposals, will allow
the workers' interests to be better defended in the
years to come. This will help UNESCO to recognise new rights for the international trade union
centres.
To achieve these aims the WFTU knows that it
can count on the unreserved support of the workers
of the world and their trade union and democratic
organisations.

